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From the 9th to the 12th June 2001 was held a Latin American meeting of the Water workshop in Tiquipaya, close to Cochabamba (Bolivia). This meeting entered in the setting of the international meetings of reflection, of experience exchange and of the workshop network reinforcement. It followed those of Casablanca (1996), Penang (1997), Tehran (1999) and Alexandria (2000). Besides, we aimed both at putting into debate the proposal paper of the workshop and at widening and popularizing the debate started in the electronic forum. 

Why Cochabamba? For the symbol and for the steps forward realized by its citizens and the civil society for the water appropriation and for its democratic management. 
Indeed, in April-May 2000, the third city of Bolivia was the theater of murderous confrontations to protest against the privatization of the city's water and Misicuni's dam project. The government, under this popular pressure and in front of the roads blockage around the city, had to withdrawn the law of water privatization that had just been voted, and it had to dismiss the water saler "Aguas del Tunari" (a subsidiary of the Anglo-Saxon Bechtels and Edison), whereas the aerial and railway transportation as well as electricity, the telecommunications and the roads remained in the lap of the private sector. Evoking "the water social stake", after Cochabamba's painful events, the Bolivian intellectuals explained at Montreal "Duty" (17/07/2000): "for years, the successive governments made business without real transparency with the State and foreign companies... Since 1985, they privatize the public utilities. But the population is unsatisfied because poverty only increases... The peasants joined the movement... in order to guarantee the respect of the customs and traditional practices of the water use in the country. Cochabamba's demonstrators demanded that water be not controlled by "the market" and that the state keep with its responsibilities in order to protect a resourceless population".

Placed under the aegis of the "Consorcio Cordillera" (CICDA, Kurmi, Kawsay, Pafkum and CECI) that was at the core of the population's demands, the meeting gathered allies and friends of Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador, Peru - with a strong and impressive presence of high-level representatives of the indigenous communities - as well as intervening parties of Mauritania, Tunisia and Canada who permitted to achieve this crossed look that has always characterized our meetings, and that offers a global view on the Water issue and therefore can enrich one with a different view - sometimes singular - and that also allows, all things considered, to have a more relative opinion and to adopt an original angle of vision.  

The historic leader Oscar Olivera Foronda (founder of the "Coordinadora de  Defensa del Agua y de la vida" that he qualifies as being the "people consciousness") accompanied us as well so did the Congress deputy of Cochabamba, the SEMAPA director - a self-managed society now in charge of the municipal water management, as well as many other actors of Cochabamaba civil society such as Pablo Solon, Emilio Espinoza - nice and untiring defender of the altitude peasants - the affable Leonel Cerruto from the Consorcio, a firm leader... The set of their interventions, their documentation and the videos of quality they presented underlined the extreme complexity of the situation, the traps of the water law in gestation and the politician devices around it, the "pangs" between city and mountain, irrigants and city-dwellers, the altitude peasants and the electric Chilean company, as well as SEMAPA successes and difficulties in a city where 57% of the population has access to current water and where purification only concerns 54% of the people, with a foreseeable unfortunate consequence: the threat of the layer organic contamination.   


During the discussions, the participants appropriated the proposal paper and insisted in including their concerns in it; Vidal Peron, the Mayor of Cuzco, in Peru, even proposed that the text on "water Governance" proposed by the workshop be the starting point of a Code on Water. And, before all, they insisted with energy on the fact that water is a political question. It is true that over there, the political adherence is a major characteristic of the people. Besides, water cannot be separate from the territories, nor water from the users, given the strong indigenous fact, of course. They also insisted, like the Ecuadorian leader Caesar Pilataxi, on the absolute necessity to consider the question of water in its totality. In this way Caesar told us incidentally that in Ecuador, June 20th will be the national day on Water issue, notably in the assembly. 

Then comes the necessary respect of the habits and customs for water, that no parliament could replace by a legislation, even a modern one, even if, they noted, they must construct the legitimacy of the organizations that represent the civil society with respect to water. 
The participants also strongly underlined the power of mobilization. 

A red-letter day: our outing on Monday June 11th, where all participants went to 4200 meters up to discuss with the peasants, to listen to them, to see their project and learn on their water management and agriculture. Very instructive day where the Indian rituals - of an exemplary tolerance - of recognition to Mother Nature and of good omen for an aquaculture project made each of us receive communion with this extreme environment. Our hosts finally entertained us with a very nice and convivial lunch based on llama meat and potatoes. 

The meeting also targeted the young, the militants and the intellectuals: on Tuesday 12th was organized a session at San Simon University, in the center of the city, where the water issue was exposed by Ecuadorian Indian leaders, a Chilean Mapuche, a Franco-Canadian woman that investigates the role of the international organizations, and the Workshop coordinator who presented the Water workshop as well as the French situation, answering to the audience questions. The meeting was also present at Cochabamba grand'place, where it was evoked in the Consorcio Cordillera panels. 

We went to Bolivia to exchange our experiences, to listen and to learn, to put the proposal paper and the workshop documents in the core of the debates and to consolidate the network and the forum. These objectives were largely reached, thanks to the local promoters and to their continuous efforts, to the passion and seriousness of the participants and to their solid knowledge on all water issue aspects. The proposal paper has been enriched as well as our new way to consider things in the perspective of Lille World assembly and for the future. The Water workshop is happy to count on a new pole: in Latin America, Vidal Peron, the Mayor of Cuzco, assisted by Laurence Marandola (Cicda, La Paz) will be its correspondent. We very much acknowledge all those that made this meeting be a success and an exalting experience and especially, thanks to Laurence Marandola, to all her Bolivian friends and to all those that helped us face our serious ignorance of Cervantès language: Lydia and Juan first, but also Margot, Isabelle, Jean, Anne-Marie... 

Finally, let's pay homage to Cochabamba's population fight and, for that purpose, let's reread the end of Oscar Olivera's intervention of Saturday morning: "We want a real democracy, we want a government that take into account our opinion and decisions and that, fundamentally, do not take into account the interests of the international financial organisms and their neo-liberal policies. Concretely, I came here to diffuse Cochabamba people fight against the water privatization and to present it as an example of value and hope.

But we also want that this victory, this collective effort made by men and women, our victory, appears as everyone's victory, not only that of the Bolivian men and women, but that of all those who have imagined and who dream of a world different from the one designed by the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the World Trade Organization original version : "Queremos una verdadera democracia, queremos un gobierno que tome en cuenta nuestra opinion y decisiones y que, fundamentalmente, no tome en cuenta los intereses de organismos financieros internacionales y sus politicas neoliberales. En concreto, he venido aqui para difundir la lucha del pueblo de Cochabamba en contra de la privatizacion del agua y que esta sea vista como un ejemplo de valor y de esperanza. 
Pero no solo es eso, sino que esta  victoria, este esfuerzo colectivo de hombres y mujeres, nuestra victoria, sea tomada como una victoria de todos, no solo de los bolivianos et bolivianas, sino de cuantos hemos imaginado y sonamos un mundo diferente al disenado por el Banco Mundial, el Fondo Monetario International y la Organizacion Mundial del Comercio. 
Nuestra victoria sea tambien de ustedes".
." 


Paris, 18/06/2001, 
Larbi Bouguerra. 

